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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

8/27/2018

From:

Emilie K. Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

13.2525.10

Item #:

323/2018

Subject:

Official Community Plan: Phase Two of the Infill Housing Program Discussion of Scope of Work

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council direct staff to proceed with Phase Two of the Infill Housing Program,
as outlined in this report.

PURPOSE
This report presents a revised scope of work for Phase Two of the Infill Housing Program for
Council’s consideration.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One of the overarching objectives of the Official Community Plan (OCP) process was to
increase housing choice. As a result, a key focus of community consultation was on which
new infill housing forms would be a good fit for New Westminster, and where they should
be located. The consultation explored: laneway and carriage houses, duplexes, small lot
subdivision, compact lot subdivision, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, and infill
townhouses and rowhouses. A summary of each housing form and the community feedback
received is included in Attachment 1.
Concurrent to the OCP process, the City launched Phase One of the Infill Housing Program
which focused on laneway and carriage houses, and infill townhouses and rowhouses. This
Program was adopted at the same time as the OCP.
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On November 20, 2017, after the adoption of the OCP, staff presented a report to Council
that outlined a work plan for the implementation of priority projects. The work plan was
endorsed by Council. One of the projects included in the work plan was the Infill Housing
Program Phase Two, which is the focus of this report. Like Phase One, Phase Two would
include the creation of new development permit guidelines and zoning regulations, and
determining the appropriate approval process. The work plan presented in November 2017
also included monitoring of Phase One of the program, which is ongoing.
The previous recommendation made by staff was for Phase Two to include duplexes and the
subdivision of single detached dwelling properties into small and compact lots. However, at
their July 9, 2018 meeting, Council raised questions about whether subdivision should be
one the infill housing types that is prioritized and included in Phase Two and requested that
staff report back to Council.
Staff recommends the following revised approach for Phase Two of the Infill Housing
Program, which is further detailed in this report:
 Creating development permit guidelines for the Ground Oriented Housing
Development Permit Area
 Revising zoning regulations and exploring approval process options for duplexes
 Creating new zoning regulations and exploring approval process options for triplexes.
The program would not include creating or revising zoning regulations for quadraplexes,
cluster houses or small lot or compact lot subdivision. No changes to the approval process
would be made for these housing forms. For quadraplexes and cluster houses, staff would
continue to accept rezoning applications for properties with the appropriate OCP land use
designation. For subdivision staff would continue to recommend not supporting any rezoning
applications until a successful program has been developed for other infill housing forms.
BACKGROUND
Previous Council Direction
On October 2, 2017, Council adopted a new Official Community Plan (OCP). Increasing
housing choice was a key focus during the process to create the new OCP. The OUR CITY
Community Conversation on Housing process held between November 2015 and February
2016 specifically focused on what forms of infill housing would be appropriate for New
Westminster and where they should be located. A summary of each housing forms and the
consultation findings are included in Attachment 1.
As a first phase of the Infill Housing Program, an implementation strategy for laneway and
carriage houses, and infill townhouses and rowhouses, was advanced concurrent to the
development of the OCP. These housing forms were selected for the first phase since they
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received the highest level of support during the Community Conversation on Housing
process. At the time of the OCP adoption, the Zoning Bylaw and Development Approval
Procedures Bylaw were also amended to facilitate the implementation of the se new housing
forms. This meant that applications to build the new housing forms could be submitted to the
City as soon as the OCP was adopted.
On April 25, 2016, at the same time that Council endorsed the launch Phase One of the Infill
Housing Program, staff identified that Phase Two of the Program would focus on duplexes,
small lot subdivision and compact lot subdivision. These forms received the second highest
level of support during consultation.
On November 20, 2017, after the adoption of the OCP, staff presented a report to Council
that outlined a work plan for the implementation of priority projects. One of the projects
included in the work plan, which was endorsed by Council, was the Infill Housing Program
Phase Two.
The work plan also included the monitoring of Phase One of the Infill Housing Program. The
monitoring program is exploring uptake, distribution, site context, quality of design, public
perceptions and barriers to the infill housing forms included in Phase One. Based on the
findings, staff may recommend changes to the development permit guidelines, zoning
regulations, or approval process. As directed by Council, the review of the infill townhouses
and rowhouses, will also explore potential changes to the OCP Land Use Designation Map
with the objective of designating more properties Residential – Infill Townhouse (RT) and
Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing (RGO).
A report was presented to Council with a more detailed work plan for Phase Two of the Infill
Housing Program on July 9, 2018. At the meeting, Council discussed whether the
appropriate infill housing forms were being prioritized. Council requested that the economic
analysis associated with the project be expanded to include other infill housing forms and for
staff to report back, with the intent of having further discussion regarding which housing
forms to include in Phase Two.
Policy and regulations
A summary of the relevant policy and regulations in provided in Attachment 2.
WORK PLAN
Increasing opportunities for infill housing was identified as a key objective during the
development of the OCP. Through Phase Two of the Infill Housing Program, staff would
develop an implementation program for additional infill housing forms. Similar to Phase
One, the program would include creating new development permit guidelines, creating new
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or revising zoning regulations, and setting out an appropriate approval process for each
housing form.
Key Tasks and Timeline
The work plan, even if amended to focus on different housing forms, would include the
following steps:
1. Background Research (Summer – Fall 2018)
This step would include an assessment of the current context, review of past feedback,
research into approaches taken in other municipalities, and conducting site visits of
examples in other places.
Staff has already begun the first step. Further work would be done once the work
plan, and priority housing forms, have been endorsed by Council.
2. Economic Analysis (Summer – Fall 2018)
This step would include retaining a consultant to conduct an assessment of the
economic viability of the infill forms. An assessment was conducted in 2015, as part
of the OCP process. This work would be updated to reflect current market conditions.
Based on the direction provided at the July 9, 2018 Council meeting, staff has retained
a consultant to conduct the updated economic analysis, which will analyze the
economic viability of infill housing forms that have not yet been implemented. The
results of this work will be presented to Council in the fall of 2018.
3. Guidelines, Regulations and Approval Process (2019)
This step would include retaining a consultant to help draft development guidelines
and zoning regulations. Once a consultant has been retained, this step would be
launched with community consultation, focused on gathering feedback that would
inform the creation of the first draft of the guidelines and regulations (e.g. through a
visual preference survey). During this step, staff would also explore options for the
approval process for each infill housing form. This would include exploring whether
there are any areas the City wants to pre-zone (i.e. the infill housing would be added
as a permitted use in specific areas so that site specific rezoning applications would
not be required).
The draft material would be presented to Council and to the community for their
review and feedback so that final revisions could be made prior to beginning the
implementation process. Feedback would also be collected from stakeholders and
City committees during this step.
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4. Implementation (Fall 2019)
This step would include presenting the required amendment bylaws to Council for
their consideration.
Proposed Revised Work Program
The previous recommendation made by staff was for Phase Two to focus on duplexes and
the subdivision of single detached dwelling properties into small and compact lots. One of
the questions raised by Council at their July 9, 2018, was whether subdivision should be one
the infill housing types that is prioritized and included in Phase Two. Staff recommends the
following revised approach:
 Creating development permit guidelines for the Ground Oriented Housing
Development Permit Area
The Residential – Ground Oriented Housing (RGO) land use designation included in
the Official Community Plan (OCP) permits all infill housing types. The OCP also
includes a Development Permit Area for all properties with this designation. This
Development Permit Area was created as a place holder with the expectation that
guidelines would be developed as part of a future work plan. Creating the necessary
design guidelines as part of the Phase Two would provide direction regarding form
and character to all applications to build duplexes, triplexes, cluster houses, compact
lot subdivision and small lot subdivision. Staff advises that this work can be
accommodated within the original consulting budget allocated for developing design
guidelines. Regardless of this work the development permit guidelines for laneway
and carriage houses, and for infill townhouses and rowhouses, would still apply to
these specific forms.
 Revising zoning regulations and a exploring approval process options for duplexes
Duplexes have the greatest opportunity for uptake, given the number of properties that
would potentially be eligible (based on property size and OCP land use designation),
and could therefore make the largest impact towards increased housing choice.
Through Phase Two, staff would explore revisions to the zoning regulations, such as
removing the minimum lot size. The opportunity to allow suites in the duplex units,
which would further diversify the housing choice created in the city, would also be
explored. As part of this work staff would also identify approval process options, such
as considering whether there are any areas the City wants to pre-zone.
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 Creating new zoning regulations and exploring approval process options for
triplexes.
Triplexes have a higher opportunity for uptake, given that it is not anticipated that a
large lot or consolidation would be required.
Through Phase Two, staff would create new zoning regulations and would identify
approval process options.
Given the budget and staff resources available, staff recommends that Phase Two only
explores zoning regulations and approval process options for two housing forms. As a result,
quadraplexes, cluster houses, compact lot subdivision, and small lot subdivision would not
be included in this phase.
 Quadraplexes
Owners would continue to have the opportunity to apply for a rezoning to allo w a
quadraplex on a property designated Residential – Ground Oriented Housing (RGO)
in the OCP. After Phase Two is completed, these applications would be reviewed
against the new development permit guidelines created. A Comprehensive
Development zone would be created for each project which would be informed by the
new triplex zoning district and the existing infill townhouses zoning district.
 Cluster Houses
Owners would continue to have the opportunity to apply for a rezoning to allow
Cluster Houses on a property designated Residential – Ground Oriented Housing
(RGO) in the OCP. After Phase Two is completed, these applications would be
reviewed against the new development permit guidelines created. Properties would be
rezoned to the existing Cluster House zoning district.
 Small Lot or Compact Lot Subdivision
Of the housing forms being considered, subdivision would contribute the least to
housing diversity, since fee-simple, single detached housing is well represented in the
current housing stock. The findings of the original financial analysis indicated that
subdivision would be the most economically viable. It was also noted that if there was
an option to subdivide or construct a strata building (e.g. triplex), it would be far more
likely that people would choose to subdivide. This would result in a lower amount of
housing diversity being achieved. For these reasons, staff recommends continuing to
not supporting rezoning applications to allow the subdivision of single detached
dwellings until a successful program has been developed for other infill housing
forms.
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Financial Implications
Moving forward with undertaking of Phase Two of the Infill Housing Program for two infill
forms would require a consulting budget in the order of $30,700 in 2018 and $42 ,800 in
2019. These amounts were included in the 2018-2022 Five Year Budget for Development
Services.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
Collaboration with staff from the Engineering Department, Parks and Recreation Department
and Building Division would occur throughout this process.
OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council direct staff to proceed with Phase Two of the Infill Housing Program, as
outlined in this report.
2. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Option 1.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1 - Summary of Feedback on Infill Housing Forms
Attachment 2 - Policy and Regulations
This report has been prepared by:
Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Planner
This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning
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Emilie K. Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK ON INFILL HOUSING FORMS – OUR CITY
COMMUNITY CONVERSATION ON HOUSING
The OUR CITY Community Conversation on Housing included a range of consultation
activities between November 2015 and February 2016, including an all day workshop,
traveling open houses, an online survey and drop-in workshops. The Community
Conversation explored two questions:
1)

What Housing Fits? What is the level of community support for different
ground oriented housing forms, and what do people like and do not like about
each of the housing forms?

2)

Where Housing Goes? Where in the city should (or should not) the different
housing forms be located?

For all of the infill housing forms the responses in support were greater than the
responses in opposition. The overall results are summarized in Image 1 and 2.
Of all the housing forms, the highest support and lowest opposition was for
laneway/carriage houses, townhouses and rowhouses. The next highest level of support
was for small lot subdivision, small lot duplex, and compact lot subdivision. Triplexes,
quadraplexes, and cluster houses had the lowest level of support; however, the level of
support was still greater than the level of opposition.
Image 1 & 2: Level of Support for Each Infill Housing Form

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Highest Support
Consult
Type
All
Events
Laneway /
66.1% 65.2%
Carriage house
Townhouse
56.8% 55.1%
Rowhouse
56.3% 66.7%
Small Lot SDD 55.3% 59.4%
Small lot
51.2% 58.8%
Duplex
Compact lot
49.6% 54.4%
SDD
Cluster House
45.2% 56.3%
Quadraplex
40.6% 50.0%
Triplex

40.2%
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58.7%

Online
Survey
66.2%
56.9%
55.5%
54.9%
50.4%
49.1%
44.1%
39.8%
38.6%

Type

Least Support
Consult
All
Events

Triplex
1
2 Quadraplex
3 Cluster House
3 Small lot Duplex
Compact lot
5 SDD
Small lot SDD
6
7 Rowhouse
8 Townhouse
Laneway /
9 Carriage house

Online
Survey

39%

21%

40%

37%
33%
30%

14%
9%
15%

39%
35%
31%

28%

14%

29%

25%

13%

27%

25%
24%

9%
9%

26%
25%

20%

8%

22%
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WHAT Housing Fits?
% of comments about type
100%
90%
80%
70%

no%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Laneway/
Carriage
House

small Lot
Duplex

small Lot compact Lot
SDD
SDD

• Support

Cluster
House

• M aybe I neutral

Triplex

Quadraplex Rowhouse Townhouse

• Do Not Support

NOTES: SDD- Single Detached Dwelling
Support ="Strongly Like" or "Like" on the online survey. "Yes!" at the in person events.
Maybe/Neutral= "Neutral" on the online survey. "Maybe, in the right context" at the in person events.
Do Not Support= "Strongly Dislike" or ·'Dislike" on the online survey. "No, thank you" at the in person events.

In the April 25, 2016 Cotmcil report that summarized the findings of this rotmd of
consultation, staff recommended that an implementation strategy be developed for each
housing form. Tiu·ee phases where recommended for the implementation strategy which
reflected the level of support for each of the housing forms (i.e. forms with higher
support would be prioritized):
Short Term (Complete)
• Laneway/Carriage Houses
• Infill Rowhouses and Townhouses
1\1edium Term (After OCP Adoption)
• Small lot duplexes
• Small lot single detached
• Compact lot single detached
Long Term (Future Work Plan)
• Triplexes
• Quadraplexes
• Cluster Houses
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General Feedback Regarding Achieving Housing Choice
Comments of Support
• Plans for the aging population by increasing senior friendly housing options:
Many residents thinking about selling their homes and downsizing want to stay in
the neighbourhood cannot find options that work for them (e.g. one level, ground
oriented unit with a garden).
• Provides family friendly housing options: Increasing options for families was a
high priority for young families, but also for parents who want their children (and
grandchildren) to live close by, although others questioned the suitability of infill
housing forms for families.
• Allows people to stay central: Many young couples and young families realize that
owning a single detached dwelling may never be an option, especially if they want
to live in a central location in Metro Vancouver. Expectations are changing and
people are willing to live in smaller houses in order to stay central.
• Increases affordability: The need for relatively more affordable housing was a
common reason for support of infill forms, e.g. forms that allow for strata
ownership. Others would like the City to do more to plan for low income
households, such as explore creative ideas for finding affordable housing sites, and
create affordable rental housing.
• Creates social interaction opportunities: Some participants preferred the infill
housing forms to high rises since there is a greater level of social interaction and a
stronger sense of community in lower density housing forms.
• Contributes to neighbourhood diversity: For some, allowing a variety of forms
would be more appealing and would avoid monotonous blocks.
Comments with Concerns
• Increases rental units: A large number of concerns were raised about the
perceived negative impact rental properties have on a neighbourhood. Many
people feel that people who rent are transient and that rental properties will not be
maintained.
• Increases strata ownership: Many raised concerns about strata ownership, feeling
that it requires positive relationship between owners, there’s a lack of owners
control over maintenance costs, and that the units are likely to be rented.
• Results in negative property value implications: Residents were concerned about
the impact the new OCP would have on their property values. There is a wide mix
of concerns regarding value going down, staying the same, or going up. Related to
this, a number of people felt that affordable housing options exist elsewhere in
Metro Vancouver and that it is not the City’s duty to solve the affordability
problem in New Westminster where people have worked very hard to own their
homes.
Attachment 2 | Page 3
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• Could cause reduction in single detached dwellings: Residents were concerned
that allowing infill housing forms would cause a significant reduction in the
amount of single detached dwellings available in the city. Many participants
expressed the importance of traditional single detached dwellings continuing to be
a housing choice in New Westminster as many people still want it.
• Could cause loss of heritage assets: There is a lot of value in the city’s existing
homes. If the City allows infill housing, infill forms that allow for existing homes
to be kept should be prioritized. This helps protect the City’s older homes and is
sustainable (e.g. continued use of an existing structure, less building waste). Many
people felt there should be incentives to enter into formal heritage protection.
Participants also wanted the City to look into the ability to convert existing homes
into multiple units and to look at new home warranty triggers.
Summary of Feedback About Proposed Infill Housing Forms
Small Lot Single Detached Dwellings
A small lot single detached dwelling is a single building with a secondary suite on a lot
that is as small as 4,000 square feet.
Image 3: Summary of Small Lot Single Detached Dwellings

There was support for Small Lot Single Detached Dwellings. A total of 55.3% of all
participants were in favour of this housing form. Another 28% of event participants said
“Maybe, in the right context”.
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The most ti-equent comments regarding small
lot single detached dwellings were:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Like the fact that the use is still freeSmall Lot SOD
371
hold, single detached dwellings.
Design guidelines should look at the
building size and the space between
houses.
Only okay if this does not allow or
incentivise demolitions, especially of
older buildings.
Preferable to other forms, including
cunent monster homes.
Concern about the impact of this form
on land price.
• Strongly Di slike • Dislike • Maybe I Neutral • Li ke • Strongly Li ke
Lanes should be required, especially
for narrow lots.
Permanently alters the lot.
Does not accommodate enough new density, given the number of lots likely to be
eligible
Allowing subdivision changes the streetscape and the pattem of buildings.

Staff Comments: This form, which is created by subdividing large existing properties,
preforms better economically than all other intill housing forms. As a result, allowing this
form could limit the overall housing diversity achieved. The limiting factor is the
minimum lot size required and the relatively small number of lots in the city that are large
enough to be subdivided. Many ofthe larger lots are concentrated in specific areas (e.g.
Queens Park) so the opportunity and impact on ditlerent neighbourhoods would have to
be taken into accotmt. Clear policy should be established regarding the context in which
this housing form is appropriate.
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Compact Lot Single Detached Dwelling
A compact lot single detached dwelling is a single residential units developed on lots
ranging from 2,300 to 3,000 square feet. Secondary suites are not permitted in these
buildings.
Image 5: Summary of Compact Lot Single Detached Dwellings

garages coU!ld reduce the
｡ｭｯｵｮｾ＠
of building bulk
on th e site and ｬ ｾ ｴ＠ more
ligh t into baclcyards_

Given the naTTow lot
ng parking off

a rear lane is prefeTTed..
Othcrwi::oc: the

ｾ ｴｲ｣Ｚｳ｡ｰ＠

is dominated by
driveways.

There was support for compact lot single detached dwellings. A total of 49.6% of all
participants were in favour of this housing form. Another 32% of event participants said
"Maybe, in the right context".
The most frequent comments regarding
compact lot single detached dwellings
were:
•

•

•

•

Compact Lot SOD
Like the fact that the use is still free3 36
hold, single detached dwellings. The
smaller size makes it easier for
256
families to buy.
Design guidelines look at the
183
building size, length, appropriate
building width, the space between
131
houses, and how to make the two
buildings unique.
Allow suites, otherwise the
subdivision docs not result in an
increase in the number Of UnitS.
• strongly Dislike • Dislike • M aybe/ Neutld l U ike • strongly Like
Suites would help with affordabiJity.
Most people felt that a lane should be a requirement but others felt that a parking
in the front yard (or accessed from the front yard) would also be appropriate.
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•
•

OnJy support this fotm if it can be done as part of a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement.
Skinny houses on small lots are not attractive and would make the neighbourhood
feel crowded and have too big of an impact on the streetscape.

Staff Comments: This form, which is created by subdividing large existing properties,
pretorms better economically than all other infill housing torms. As a result, allowing this
fonn could limit the overall housing diversity achieved. The smaller minimum lot size
would mean a significantly higher number of properties could be eligible. Clear policy
should be established regarding the context in which this is appropriate. Suites are
cunently not allowed in this form because the size of the principle unit is relatively small.
Small Lot Duplex
A small lot duplex is a single building which is divided into two tmits on a smaller lot
than is cunently permitted (6,000 square feet).
Image 7: Summary of Small Lot lluplcx
yard tor open space
increases livability an d
social interaction

Uni ts ca n have Tivate and
shared open spa(e.

Bad<: to front untits ma
have a more usabl e
layou t. Rear unit should
still be visible from the

street.
An up and down duplex
would allow a o11e level
unrit on the main floor
that may work well for
seniors or people who
prefer not to have stairs,
Current standards wou ld
require two parking stalls
(one [per unit).

There was supp011 for Small Lot Duplexes.
A total of 51.2% of all participants were in
favour of this housing torm. Another 26%
of even participants said "Maybe, in the
right context".

door easily visible from
the street but the: units are
narrow.
arkin ads and
carports instead of ｧ｡ｲ･ｾ＠
could reduc.e the amou nt of
building bulk on the site all'ld
let more lright into backyards.

Providill'l

Small Lot Duplex
'\SO

The most frequent comments regarding
small lot duplexed were:
•
•

Good option because side yards are a
waste of space.
Design guidelines should be in place .
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• Front/back and up/down options are more favourable than side by side option.
Up/down units would allow for a unit with no stairs, which is appealing for seniors
or people with mobility challenges.
• Consider whether suites should be allowed in duplexes. This would increase
affordability.
Staff Comment: This form of housing can be integrated into a single family
neighbourhood without significant impact on the character while still adding a new
ownership option. Purchasing a strata unit which is half of duplex would be relatively
more affordable than a single family house. The building size, and other existing duplex
regulations in the Zoning Bylaw, would need to be reviewed before allowing this form.
Cluster House
Cluster houses are a group of houses which has two homes at the front facing the street,
and two homes in behind using a panhandle lot arrangement and a shared driveway. All
the houses are on their own freehold lot.
Image 9: Summary of Cluster House

There was support for cluster houses. A total of 45.2% of all participants were in favour
of this housing form. Another 35% of event participants said “Maybe, in the right
context”.
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The most frequent comments regarding
compact lot single detached dwellings
were:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Cluster House

308
Design of the driveway is especially
important. Could have a car centric
look or could be designed as a tlex
space. The yards need to be usable.
Like the fact that the use is stiJl freehold, single detached dwellings. The
smaller size makes it easier for
families to buy.
Could build community because of
the opportunity to have a strong
relationship with neighbours. Could
• Strongly Dislike • Dislike • Maybe I Neutra l • Li ke • Strongly Like
be very family friendly, which makes
the form supportable.
Maintenance could become an issue if neighbours do not get along .
Like the independence from a strata.
Only on large lots, if there are any in New Westminster.
Too much density and too big of an impact on the streetscape, especially if the
front yard setback must be reduced or must be used as outdoor space.

Triplex
A triplex is three units either in a single building or in two or three separate buildings. It
is likely that the units would be stratified.
Image 11: Summary of Triplex
Building detached uni ts is also
possible bu t could result in a
mor.e noticeable <hange to the
e)(isting streetscape thamattached
options.
Utili zing tlile front yard for
open space in crease livability
and social interaction

to rear
A
parking can b e used when
there is no lane bu t will
add to the amount of
impervious su rfaces and
r·eduees space fowtrees.

Attached u nits makes it easier
to provide open space.
Cu rrent standards would
required three parking
stalls (one per unit).
replaced with parking
pads that iscombined
with landscaping and
permeable p avin g to create
a multipurpose courtyard.
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There was some support for triplexes. A total
of 40.2% of all participants were in favour of
this housing form. Another 21% of event
participants said "Maybe, in the right
context". However, this is also the fonn that
received the strongest opposition.

Image 12: Level of Support (Consult:,tion Events
and Online S un-ev)

Triplex
289

In addition to the general comments
summarized above, the most frequent
comments regarding triplexes were:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design guidelines should explore the
appropriate building size and height.
Keep in line with the look of existing
homes and neighbourhood character.
• Stron111v Dislike • Dislike • Maybe I Neutral • Li ke • Stron111v Li ke
Good option for families .
Explore the oppot1unity of con vetting houses into three units .
Concern that the units will be rented .
Do not like strata ownership .
Too crowded and adds too much density to neighbourhoods .
Allowing the tmits to be detached (in three different buildings) is only appropriate
if there is a lane

Quadraplex
A quadraplex is four units either in a single building or in separate buildings which is
most likely to be stratifi ed to allow multiple owners.
Image 13: Summary of Quadratllex
It would be easier to fit four
units (and the parking) on a

large lot (e.9. over 8,000 sq ft),
but there is a very small number
of these lots in the city.

Current standards would
required four parking stalls
(one per unit). Lane access
and a wider 1ot width
would make it easier to
ac(ommodate parking.
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Small si2ed rivate
outdoor space should be
provided for each unit.
Each unit has a. rivate
entrance and access to
off-street parking.

l'rovicting parking pads and
carports m stead of garages
could reduce the amount of
building bulk on the site and
net more light into badkyards.
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Buildin detac'hed units
could resu.lt in a more
l!loticeaible change to the
existing streetsca.pe than
attached options.
Allowing a smaller fwont
yard increases the u sable
space behind the front
buildings.
Central courtyard
could increase social
interaction between
owners.
lot width are required to
accommodate parlking.
It is unlilkelythat
undergrou nd pa rkil!lg
would be feasible on a
small lot project .

There was some support for quadraplexes. A total of 40.6% of all participants were in
favour of this housing form. Another 36% of event patticipants said "Maybe, in the right
context". However, this was also the form that received the second strongest proportion
of opposition.
The most frequent comments regarding
quadraplex were:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Design guidelines should explore the
Quadraplex
274
appropriate building size, usable open
space, and how to blend with existing
streetscape.
Minimum lot size will be important.
Concern the units would become rental.
Might work best on corner lots.
Do not like strata ownership.
The four side by side units on a corner
lot was the most popular scenario.
Mixed opinions on the other options.
The attached option (i.e. four units in
• strongly Disli ke- • Dislike • M aybe- /Neutral • UI<C • strongly like
one building) meat1s a bigger building
but means more green space. The detached option (i.e. four tmits in four buildings)
is a less efficient use of space but could allow for more air and light on the
propetty.
Too dense, too crowded and too much impact on character.

Statl' Comment: This housing form would require a large minimum lot size which limits
the number of properties that could be eligible. It is unlikely that two properties would be
assembled in order to build this form. Tt would not be economically feasible to replace
four units on two separate lots (two single detached dwellings and two secondary suites)
with four tmits on one lot.
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POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Official Community Plan
The Official Community Plan (OCP) includes several policies and actions that identify
the need for and support the implementation of infill housing. The OCP land use
designations and land use designation map also identify where and which forms of infill
housing are permitted. Duplexes and small lot subdivision are considered permitted uses
in two land use designations: Residential Detached and Semi-Detached Housing (RD)
and Residential Ground Oriented Infill Housing (RGO). The RGO designation also
permits compact lot subdivision, cluster houses, triplexes and quadraplexes. Combined,
these two land use designations cover the majority of the single detached dwelling
properties in the city.
Zoning Bylaw
Duplexes
The Zoning Bylaw includes two zoning districts that permit duplexes, both of which
require a minimum lot size of 6,000 square feet (557.4 square metres) for a duplex to be
permitted. Properties smaller than this cannot build a duplex and instead can build a
single detached. This regulation means that many of the properties do not qualify to build
a duplex.
Secondary suites are not permitted in duplex units in either zone.
Small Lot and Compact Lot Subdivision
The Zoning Bylaw includes two “small lot” zoning districts. A small lot is considered to
be a property as small as 4,000 square feet (371.6 square meters). In order for a property
between 8,000 square feet (743.2 square metres) and 16,000 square feet (1,486.4 square
metres) to be subdivided into two lots, the property first needs to be rezoned to one of the
small lot zoning districts. A number of applications for this type of rezoning and
subdivision have been approved in the past throughout the city.
The Zoning Bylaw also includes a zoning district that allows “compact lots”. This zone
allows lots of a minimum of 3,000 square feet (278.7 square metres). To date, this zoning
district has only been used in projects that have created a number of new properties on
land designated for medium density, multi-unit residential in the previous OCP, and not
to permit the subdivision of a single property that is designed for low density residential.
The approval of the existing projects included issuance of Development Permits, which
ensured a high quality of design, as well as the change in zoning.
For reference, the two main single detached dwelling zoning districts have a minimum lot
size of 6,000 square feet (557.4 square metres).
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Other Infill Housing Forms
The other forms of infill housing that were explored during the recent OCP review are
not widely used in the city, in part because they were not widely permitted prior to the
adoption of the OCP.
• Triplexes: Port Royal includes a townhouse development that was designed to
include a series buildings that look and feel like triplexes. One triplex (designed as
a duplex with an infill house in the rear yard) was recently approved in Brow of
the Hill. There is no triplex zoning district in the Zoning Bylaw.
• Quadraplexes: No examples of this housing form exist in the city at this time.
There is no quadraplex zoning district in the Zoning Bylaw.
• Cluster Houses: A zoning district for cluster houses was created for the Port Royal
development and has been used in small number of cases. No examples of this
housing form exist outside of Port Royal.
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